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OTC Markets 

Joining us today is Rudolph Gentile, the chairman for SosTravel.com that trades 
on our OTCQB Venture Market under the ticker SOSAF. SosTravel is a digital 
travel company offering booking services and digital itineraries, including flight 
information and airport information car rental proprietary experiences and 
services through their SosTravel and Filio apps. Rudolph, thanks so much for 
joining us today.  

 

Rudolph Gentile 

Thank you for having me here.  

 

OTC Markets 

So, Rudolph to begin, tell us about your background and how you got involved 
with SosTravel. 

 

Rudolph Gentile 

I was born and raised in a family of pilots my ankle and my fatherwork captain in 
the major airlines in italy and eventually it turns out my father to make his own 
airline that became the first private airline in italy in Europe then he built air italy 
and I started working with him in the airport s arena. And on his side in the 
various sector of the company but a certain moment I felt the urge to do 
something that was mine and so it is I started creating my own company in the 
travel world.  

 

OTC Markets 

Talk about the general services you provide and your target market of consumers 
and regions for SosTravel. 

 

Rudolph Gentile 

So SosTravel comes out of a dream. The dream of creating a platform that is 
capable of aggregating all the services that the flying passengers needs when 
traveling. Information about the airports about the flights the opportunity to buy 
different services that you need when you travel insurance propatory services that 
we develop. We're going to talk later like lost laggage cons search and dot travel 
and frankly get a 1 ne-stop solution where you. Going to have everything you 
need your change rate. You need to understand how you're going to move when 
you're land in Tokyo and get to your hotel. It's it better to get a cap or a bus. 
What's going to be the cost. So our goal is to provide all these information to 
clients. In a simple way through a platform that aggregates all these information in 
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just a few clicks avoiding avoiding anyone who's traveling to have to deal with 
multiple apps which give you a waste of time getting in one and then in the other 
and and so on. So we're working towards this goal of having a one-stop solution 
that helps the passengers retrieve all the information. All the services. All the 
things that are around a trip from home. To the final destination  

 

OTC Markets 

Tell about your venture into telemedicine and how this provides medical 
assistance for travelers. 

 

Rudolph Gentile 

Well Dr Travel is something we are very proud of is something we created under 
covid we realize that that. Was a need for people to to understand how they wear 
and without getting out of their homes and having and having the risk of getting in 
contact with other ill people in hospitals. So it. It happened that. We realized that 
we could create a product that is capable of helping passengers around the world 
in their own language with their own medical protocols. So let's say you're from 
the United States and you're traveling and you are in India but you still want to 
have your. Personal medical protocol to follow you while you're in India or the 
opposite way. So the goal is to create a platform that is capable to help 
passengers have access have immediate access without waste of time twenty 
four seven to a doctor that helps and what we consider all the major. Minor illness 
because our studies have demonstrated that 17% of the people that travel they 
get sick and this type of sickness is ah due to the fact that you're traveling far. 
You're getting contact with people in the aircraft different countries. Different food. 
You stop maybe taking certain medicine medication. There is the jet lag so many 
things but the real problem is that a very simple illness many times you just need 
advice or knowing if you have to take an ibuprofa or an aspirin or something else. 

 

So it could be many different help and and having the opportunity to have a 
doctor on your side that right away in a few minutes can give you the right 
direction we believe it's going to be ah, very successful. And when you're 
traveling you really don't want to waste your time in searching for a doctor going 
to the doctor. Maybe you're invocation you burned yourself. Ah you took too much 
son or you you're bed with your stomach and really simple things that can be sold 
pretty easy with that. Doctor that can give information right away just with a phone 
call and then you go in the pharmacy and you can take those medicine the doll 
over the counter for 90% of this case. So we believe that this is going to be 
something pretty strong for the future. Um, and eventually. We're looking to invest 
considerably to to deploy this new service. We have created with so many other 
tech based travel services companies.  
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OTC Markets 

What is your competitive advantage in this space? 

 

Rudolph Gentile 

Well so we believe that. The idea on which we are structuring our company who 
want to create a one-stop solution is what makes the difference. So let's say 
you're going on booking dot com to get your you to get to buy your tickets or 
you're going on the other one. So the goal is you go on. 

 

On our pace if you want you can buy the ticket there and get all the full 
experience from the buying on ticket till till you get to your hotels so technically 
the idea is that we are aggregating hundreds of different apps. You don't know 
what is this change rate or you're parking you want to put your chase the parking 
in the airport or maybe you want to decide whether it's going to be worth it or 
faster to go with a cab or with your car and what's going to be the cost with the 
parking and everything so we're working on creating a platform that gives our 
clients. Opportunity to understand the different choices. He can make and the 
different prices and make the best solution and on top of this as we said we are 
creating specific services many of the services we are aggregating from third from 
third parties then we have. Our own services like doctor travel like lost laggage 
can search where you lose a laggage wherever you are in the world and you got 
a team of people that's going to help you retrieve the laggage or you get it within 
forty the hours so we're going to pay you a penalty of $100 if we were not able to 
to. Achieve the likeage for you and get it back to you or to please. It's really 
something that now people is worth it because for very little price. You get 
someone helping you people don't want to lose time time is our most valuable 
asset today. 

 

So we really want to give value to time and that's our goal with ssoistravelldotcom 
we really help people shrink down the time organizing the trip their vacation and 
giving access. Not only to a plethora of information. But. Also to specific services 
that can be put chased in app directly and integrated in their experience in the 
traveling.  

 

OTC Markets 

What's on the horizon for SosTravel in 2024? 

 

Rudolph Gentile 

we're looking to do some acquisition. So our goal. Is to expand our footprint and 
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services and so we have several target company that we're looking into and 
hopefully. Funnel more clients into our apps and into our services and  

 

OTC Markets 

Finally, how does cross trading on the OTCQB market complement your US IR 
strategy here? 

 

Rudolph Gentile 

Well we believe that having the opportunity to increase our shareholders in the 
United States will give. Bring us a big benefit. So I been living 10 years in Miami 
and I always say where we created the app in Europe but the brain was been 
developed here in the United States so ah definitely we would like to to. Ah, 
create an appeal and create a base of shareholders here in the United States  

 

OTC Markets 

Well Rudolph thank you so much for your time and visiting it with us here in New 
York at our offices.  

 

Rudolph Gentile 

Thank you. 

 

OTC Markets 

Thank you again ah SosTravel.com trades under the symbol SOSAF on our 
OTCQB Venture Market. 
 

 

 

*This is an autogenerated transcript and may contain typos. 


